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 PARP inhibitors (PARPi) represent a promising cancer therapy targeting poly(ADP-ribose)
polymerase 1 (PARP1), a nuclear enzyme involved in DNA repair [1].

 Several PARPi are currently evaluated in preclinical and clinical studies as targeted therapies for
breast and ovarian cancers.

 Olaparib was recently approved by both FDA and EMA, while other drugs like rucaparib or niraparib
showed good clinical potential.
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 FLUO-PARPi were designed to exhibit structural similarity and behavior akin clinically relevant PARPi.

 Reactive 2°amines functionalities were chose to introduce fluorophore on PARPi active moiety.

 Commercial fluorophores with varying hydrophilicity and spectral properties were used.
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CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES

A better prediction of efficacy/resistance to PARPi remain necessary for their
optimal use in cancer treatment.

 A series of fluorescent PARPi (FLUO-PARPi) was designed and synthesized.

 Biological evaluation of FLUO-PARPi was performed on two breast cancer cell lines cultured in
monolayer and 3D conditions (spheroids), which mimics the tumour microenvironment [2,3].

FLUO-PARPi SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION AND BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION

FLUO-PARPi DESIGNINTRODUCTION

FLUO-PARPi CHARACTERIZATION

FLUO-PARPi olaparib analog was fully characterized by 1H NMR, 13C NMR, High Resolution
Mass Spectrometry (HRMS) and fluorescence spectroscopy.

Purity was assessed by analytical HPLC-UV-DAD analysis.

 Preliminary results indicate that FLUO-PARPi can be efficient fluorescent probes to investigate
molecular and cellular PARP inhibitors activity as targeted anticancer agents.

 Syntheses, full characterization and biological evaluations of a full set of FLUO-PARPi are ongoing.

 This approach will allow a more accurate prediction of the response to PARP inhibitors targeted
chemotherapy in cancer patients.
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Figure 1. General structure of FLUO-PARPi. The PARPi pharmacophore is showed in blue on the structures.
The 2°amine coupling site to fluorophore is showed in red. Absorption (Abs.) and emission (Em.) maxima are given in nm.

FLUO-PARPi SYNTHESIS

The coupling of a synthetic olaparib analog bearing the 2H-phtalazin-1-one active moiety to the
commercial BODIPY-FL fluorescent probe was performed as described below in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Synthesis of a FLUO-PARPi analog of olaparib. The BODIPY fluorophore is showed in green.

 The NHS-ester coupling reaction led to a FLUO-PARPi after a short reaction

time in acetonitrile.

 This FLUO-PARPi was isolated in a 70 % yield after purification by liquid

chromatography.
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 FLUO-PARPi cellular distribution was investigated in SUM1315 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines
cultured in monolayer and spheroids (Fig. 3A) by fluorescence microscopy after 5 min, 1 h and 3 h (Fig. 3B, C).

 A competitive assay with a 100 fold excess of Olaparib was carried out in 2D cell cultures to check binding
specificity of PARPi-FL.

NUCLEAR LOCALIZATION

 FLUO-PARPi distributed in breast cancer cells (SUM1315 and MDA-MB-231 cells) at all times.

 FLUO-PARPi accumulated preferentially in cell nuclei.

SPECIFIC BINDING TO PARP1

 Olaparib competes with its FLUO-PARPi analog for specific binding sites on PARP1.
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Figure 3. FLUO-PARPi (olaparib analog) penetration and distribution in SUM1315 spheroids after 3 days of culture.
Spheroids were incubated with 1 μM FLUO-PARPi for 5 min, 30 min and 1h. After each incubation time, spheroids were washed,
fixed in PAF 4% and dehydrated in sucrose 15% and 30%. Spheroids were then cut into 10 μm with a cryostat and stained with
Hoescht. Images were acquired with Cytation3MV (Biotek).

FLUO-PARPi CELLULAR IMAGING
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 Excellent purity (> 99%) was obtained: one single peak was observed on

chromatograms on the 220 – 550 nm range.

 Absorption and emission maxima were determined at 506 and 520 nm,
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